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Agriculture is trendy – Agriculture is part of the high-tech industry

Career path
• Grew up on a farm
• Not particularly interested in school/science
• Interested in agriculture/history/countries/people/development
• Inefficiency has always frustrated me/tended to get interested in
whatever I was doing
• B. Agr. Sc. University College Dublin
– Got serious in the latter two years
– Took a module in biotechnology in final year = really interesting

Career path
• MSc. Quantitative Genetics and Genome Analysis
– University of Edinburgh
– Really struggled, very very hard, not prepared
– But…..
• Really interesting, challenging and something that I absolutely wanted to make
my career in

– I worked really hard

Career path
• PhD in Genetic Evaluations of Irish Cattle
– Based in Lelystad, the Netherlands
– Wageningen University Research
– Again it was very hard, doubted myself a lot
– But…..
• Really interesting, challenging and something that I absolutely wanted to make
my career in

– I worked really hard
• Read hundreds of papers
• Taught myself statistics/genetics from google/Wikipedia/courses
• Networked (internationally) a lot at courses/conferences/internet

Career path
• Post-doc in University of New England, Australia
– Chose my post-doc advisor very very carefully and thoughtfully
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old and new animal breeding
Public sector and large multinational
Breeding program design
Broad spectrum of software
Excellent teaching
Real data analysis
Routine breeding value and breeding decision delivery
An animal breeder critical mass dominated which was led by animal breeders
working as a team

– Worked really really hard and started to grow in confidence

Career path
• Post-doc in plant breeding at CIMMYT Mexico
• I could see the emerging synergies
– Because I read broadly and was interested in a broad range of things
(including socioeconomics)
• I did a loss leader post-doc for one year at CIMMYT
– Opened plant breeding
– Opened development and LMICs
• Could have stayed longer but could see that it was difficult to move
things there

Career path
• Principle investigator at The Roslin Institute in 2013/Prof. 2015
– Plant and animal breeding
– Intensive collaboration with industry
– Broad research interests
• UK, global, LMIC research interests
• Applied, theoretical
• Methods, analysis, etc.

– Training people

The way I see it……
• Make the science the key motivation
– More precisely make the need for a solution the key motivation
• When I was a PhD student learning as much and as broadly as possible
was my only aim
– I wrote papers to keep my supervisor off my back
– The science of my PhD does not matters to the world
– Did my due diligence as to where to do a post-doc
• When I was a post-doc I focused on a single topic but I kept up to speed
on broad things
– The science of my post-doc matters to the world

I did not know what a PI was
• Or what an h-index was
– Until I came to Roslin…..
• I only became a PI as I needed this position to enable me do what I saw
needed to be done
– My boss was not proactive enough in putting infrastructure in place to
enable the science I thought needed to be done
• I only became a professor because I perceived the position would enable
me do what I saw needed to be done

Career features
• Treat people well – especially “little” people
• Don’t suck up to big people
• Be driven by science and pursuit of solutions
• See the value of industry
• Be proactive and don’t wait somewhere until the management wakes up
to your potential or to the need for the science you are proposing
• Moving resets how your organization perceives you

The value of industry
• We are in the post-pre-industrial revolution era
– Science needs to be impactful
– PhD studies are about education
– Post-docs and senior researchers need to deliver impact
• Working with industry is key
– Access to money
– Access to data
– Access to real problems
– Access to clever, pragmatic, mature people
• All of this drives real innovation which is underpinned by novel science
– Create wins for everyone

Work life balance
• iPhone
• PhD and post-doc worked all the time
• PI
– I have children
– I go home every evening at 17:00 and play with them until 21:00 or
later
– When I have a grant deadline we go to Spain
• My wife has been amazing
• Large well resourced research group is the key

Things I wish I’d known
• People are ordinary ….. No such thing as superheroes
• Good people all suffer imposter syndrome
– Its causal/motivational
• Arrogance is diagnostic of self doubt
• Appreciation of the importance of understanding peoples drivers
• Importance of politics
– Boeing is not run by their best engineer
• Objectivity and facts are surprisingly less influential than expected
• As career progresses technical skills become less important
• Critical thinking is essential but……

Tips
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•

Read
Be interested/passionate
Work really hard
Know that everyone has doubts
Confidence comes eventually
Network
The science/technical questions need to be central
Enjoy
Be open minded
Challenge norms
Inspiration is everywhere…. Let the ideas emerge…. Link to first principles
Be constructive
Work on soft skills early in your career in moderation
Do everything in moderation
Be reflective and remember …… people are people…. Including you!
Play the long game
Think outcomes…… and know the outcomes that you want
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